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Height: 16-18"
p Nr. 2 bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 •

Good for indoor forcing
Early spring flowering

A splendid, early flowering Narcissus. One
of the earliest blooming of all Daffodils and
Narcissi. Pure white petals frame a creamy
yellow center. A very strong producer.
Ideal for naturalizing, the bulbs can be left
in the ground undisturbed year after year.
Excellent for cut flowers and good for
indoor forcing.

# I Narcissus Ice Follies
our special price:
25 for $ 5.75
50 for $ 10.50
100 for $ 19.75

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone I through

Early spring flowering

These tiny narcissi bloom extremely early
in the spring, at the same time as the
Crocus, and last for a month or longer.
Excellent for naturalizing.

# 3 Narcissus Tete a Tete
our special price:
25 for $ 6.25
50 for $ 11.50
100 for $ 20.75

Narcissi
Narcissi originate from Europe. They
were first found in the wilds of Spain,
France, England and Holland.
England played an important role
throughout history to develop better
varieties from the original wild
species. In later years, the Dutch
contributed a great deal to help
continue this difficult work. Many
varieties were introduced, however
most of them disappeared to be
replaced by new and better ones.
Because many varieties in different
shapes and forms were introduced,
they were eventually classified in
groups or strains like the Tulips.

About 100 years ago, the Poetaz
(Cluster Narcissus) were most in
demand, while today, the most
important groups are the Daffodils
(Large trumpet Narcissi), as well as
the large and small cupped Narcissi,
double, and some Poetaz varieties.
Narcissi have gained widespread
popularity in modern landscaping.
Combined with Hyacinths, Muscari
and some early varieties of Tulips,
they bring a welcome variation to the
spring garden. They make excellent
cut flowers and can be used
successfully for naturalizing.

Daffodils
The large trumpet narcissi are called
`Daffodils' and are the most important
group today. A large bulb can produce
2 to 3 flowers in yellow, white or
bicolors. They are ideal for
landscaping, in borders, for
naturalizing purposes and make
excellent cut flowers. The daffodil can
be forced to bloom easily in the winter
months and is therefore much in
demand by greenhouse growers as
well. The yellow 'King Alfred'
continues to be a long time favorite.

:might: 16-18"
lopsize bulbs:
Fdone 1 through 9 0 0

•

',any spring flowering
rood for indoor forcing

A much improved King Alfred type. One
of the largest yellow daffodils and about
twice the size of the King Alfred. Good for
indoor forcing, and excellent for
naturalizing.

# 122 Unsurpassable
Daffodil

5 for $ 3.25
2mminimmiiimmmin

# 123 Goblet
Daffodil

5 for 3.25

A two-tone daffodil with large flowers on
sturdy stems. This variety is ideal for
growing in pots in the house.

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 93'0,

s

Mid spring flowering
Good for indoor forcing

=eight: 14-16'
-Dpsize bulbs
:one 1 through 9 = = •

lid spring flowering

A greenish-yellow novelty daffodil. A new
introduction in recent years, called the
green Daffodil. Although it is not entirely
green, it is different from all others.

# 124 Spellbinder
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

# 125 Mount Hood
Daffodil

5 for $ 4.15

This old-time classic is as sturdy as a rock,
with a strong texture. It is still a favorite and
is heavily in demand year after year. Ideal for
naturalizing, grouping in the garden and to
combine with other varieties.

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9

I

Early spring flowering

ight: 16-18"
No. 2
:ne 1 through 9 0

•

ly spring flowering

The world famous King Alfred is still going
strong. It was first introduced in 1899 and
has been grown by millions ofgardeners the
world over, Its dependability and steady
performance is hard to beat. We offer
smaller bulbs in this collection at a special
low price. Excellent for naturalizing.

# 126 Collection
25 Daffodils King Alfred
at special rate
25 for $ 9.75

# 127 Fortissimo
Narcissus

5 for $ 4.15

This is without doubt the largest narcissus in
existence. You will particularly enjoy the
huge size of their flowers, as well as the
intense golden yellow color and the large
flowering orange red center. We recommend
this variety highly.

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs: Biggest of all
Zone 1 through 9

Mid spring flowering

16-18"
_ :prize bulbs
one 1 through 9 0

d spring flowering

A proud new introduction offered
exclusively by Dutch Gardens. A very large
corona of deep orange red, centered in pure
white petals.
The biggest flower in its catagory.

128 Royal Orange
Narcissus
#

5 for $ 4.15

# 129 Spring Queen
Daffodil

5 for $ 3.25

Once you have grown Spring Queen you will
agree it is marvelous, We think it is one of the
most beautiful of the Daffodils, with its
pearly lustre, heavy substance and perfect
shape. It produces many flowers. Excellent
for groupings in the garden, for naturalizing,
and ideal for cut flowers.

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs:
up diam.
Zone 1 through 9
s

Mid spring flowering

Height: 16-18"
:opsize bulbs
one 1 through 9

•

Early spring flowering

This lovely bright, typically spring colored
creation is truly a miracle. Strong and
robust, it blooms very early. Ideal for
naturalizing as well as attractive for cut
flowers and flower arrangements.

# 130 Juanita
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25
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# 131 Louise de Coligny
Daffodil

5 for $ 3.25

The apricot color of the trumpet against a
background of creamy white petals, provides
a very stylish impression. Plant this variety in
a partial shaded area, where the delicate
colors work out best. They harmonize
beautifully with other orange, yellow and
white-colored mid spring flowering
daffodils. Good in the vase as well.

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 •

Mid spring flowering

-Height: 14-16"

Topsize bulbs

If Zone 1. through 9 0

o•

Mid spring flowering

Tender spring green and yellow. Different
from all other narcissi. The special color
combination suggests spring breezes.
Very free flowering.
Good for naturalizing.

# 132 St. Patrick's Day
Narcissus

5 for $ 4.15

a

# 133 Delibes
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

A large cupped Narcissus with a delightful
appearance. Has good lasting qualities.

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through

0 0 • ›E

Mid spring flowering

1

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0

X

Early spring flowering
Good for indoor forcing
Nwl
inimmimmor

Here is one of the loveliest whites to bloom
in the early spring, along with Ice Follies,
Juanita, Peeping Tom and some of the early
dwarf narcissi. A pure white with a
prominent geranium red center that stands
out from a far distance.

# 134 Barrett Browning
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25
impt immump

# 135 Flower Record
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

Like the name suggests, this variety
produces more flowers than most other
types. It is ideal for naturalizing and for cut
flowers. A very strong producer.

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9

00•

Mid spring flowering
Good for indoor forcing

.111M-4,

Height: 16-18"
Bulbsize No.2
Zone 1 through 9 0 • >c

Early spring flowering

ONE OF THE BEST VARIETIES FOR
NATURALIZING

# 136 Collection
25 Narcissi Carlton
at special rate
25 for $ 9.75
1Trirjr_.
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# 137 Liberty Bells
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

This is another excellent new introduction
and one of our favorites. It is a golden-yellow,
multi-flowering Narcissus, and each bulb
will produce 2-3 stems with 2-3 cup shaped
blooms. It creates a mass of longlasting
flowers. They are ideal for naturalizing
because they come up year after year. Plant
them in drifts or near wooded areas or just in
groups in the border. Ideal for cut flowers.

Height: 12-14"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 •

Mid spring flowering

Height: 12-14"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 Ea, 0

Mid spring flowering

The snow colored Thalia is our candidate
for the best narcissus for naturalizing. it
exhibits an abundance of long lasting
flowers in multiples of three, which makes
it only more attractive and valuable. Year
after year they show every spring with a
grand performance. It is unique and sure to
arouse comments from your gardening
friends.

It 138 Thalia
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

# 139 Early Bride
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25
JummiLidow,

This sparkling white has a heart of gold.
Indeed a perfect shape and a joyful addition
in your garden. Each bulb can produce 2 to 3
flowers. Ideal for naturalizing and excellent
for cut flowers. We highly recommend it.

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9

Mid spring flowering
iammummumem

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9

For indoor forcing
Mid spring flowering

The pink trumpeted daffodils are truly
popular and every gardener loves them.
When it first unfolds, the trumpet is a
lovely apricot that will gradually change to
soft pink. It is important to plant this
variety in a shaded or partially shaded area,
as full sunlight will turn the trumpet pale.

# 140 Salome
Daffodil

for$ 3.25

# 141 Scarlet Gem
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

This is an old classic that simply cannot be
forgotten. A sweet scented, multiflowering
vividly colored little beauty that has won the
hearts of millions of gardeners. A variety that
is worth growing because of the strong
fragrance, which also makes it particularly
ideal for cut flowers indoors.

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 0 •

Mid spring flowering

MI

Height: 12-14"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9

0: •

Mid spring flowering

A fancy white multi-flowering with a
strongly distinguished cardinal red center.
Another sweet scented variety. The robust
and large cluster of flowers are easily
carried by the thick sturdy stems. Ideal for
grouping in borders and for naturalizing.

# 142 Geranium
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25
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# 143 Double Ice Follies
Narcissus

5 for 4.15

A most interesting double feature. It is
unusual, a strong producer, and long lasting.
Absolutely gorgeous for flower
arrangements. A winner in the Dutch
National flower show 'Keukenhof

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 10

Mid spring flowering

••••D
# 144 Acropolis
Narcissus
An excellent new introduction in Double
varieties. Very sturdy stems and beautiful
indeed. Ideal for centerpieces or flower
arrangements indoors, as well as for groups
in the garden where they will display a wealth
of beauty and color.

For indoor forcing
Mid spring flowering
Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through? C4 0

5 for $ 4.15
11111111M1

# 145 Tahiti
Narcissus
An excellent improvement over previous
varieties. They bloom later in the Spring and
have very sturdy stems, Ideal for cut flowers
and good for naturalizing.

For indoor forcing
Mid spring flowering
Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 7

5 for $ 4.15

X

# 146 Cheerfulness
Narcissus
Both 'Cheerfulness' and 'Yellow
Cheerfulness' are old time favorites. They are
ideal for naturalizing because they keep
coming back year after year.

Mid spring flowering
Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 it)

5 for $ 3.25
# 147 Yellow Cheerfulness
Narcissus
Both 'Cheerfulness' and 'Yellow
Cheerfulness' are sweet scented varieties,
excellent for cut flowers and for naturalizing

Mid spring flowering
Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0

5 for 3.25

Height: 16-18k
Topsize bulbs
Zone I through 7 0 0 •

Mid spring flowering
ournmmomm& Rer

A gorgeous double with excellent qualities.
Produces many flowers. Ideal to plant in
clusters in the garden.

# 148 White Lion
Narcissus

5 for $ 3.25

Cassata

Valdrome

Petit Four

Amsrigin.

5 Cassata
5 Pico Bello
5 Petit Four
5 Valdrome
5 Orangerie
25 bulbs

# 151 Collection
Narcissus

An assortment of 5 excellent varieties at a
special price and different from our standard
assortment offered in this catalog. Each one
is carefully chosen by our experts.

25 for $ 15.75

Height: 16-18"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through S 0:

•

Early spring flowering
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# 153 Ripp van Winkle
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone I through 9
41, •

Early spring flowering
These tiny narcissi bloom extremely early in the spring, at the same
time as the Crocus, and last for a month or longer, Excellent for
naturalizing.

# 154 Jenny
Dwarf Daffodil
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 8-10"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9
0 •

Early spring flowering
A cute little Daffodil. Ideal in clusters in the rockgarden, in border
or for naturalizing, because they have long lasting flowers and wit
come back in following years.

I

# 155 Sugar Bush
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75
r -rly spring flowerin (-

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9
0 •

White and bright yellow. Perfectly shaped flowers on tiny stems.
Good for naturalizing.

# 156 Quail
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 10-12"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through
0.) •

Early spring flowering
Small can be great. This tiny yellow thing is a great performer in place where it is not overgrown. Good for naturalizing.

I

157 Jumblee
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9
0 0

Orly spring 'lowering
is our privilege to introduce you to another tiny variety. The
:sowers are very long lasting and ideal for naturalizing anywhere in
the yard.

159 jack Snipe
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone I through 9
0 •

'only spring flowering
"his is a reliable little miniature, and much in demand. It is
xcellent for naturalbing. Plant them in wooded areas, under
usher or in small clusters.

# 158 Ice Wings
Dwarf Daffodil
10 for $ 4.75

Height: 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9
•

Larly spring tiuwering
With pure white clusters of tiny flowers on each stem, it is ideal for
rock gardens or for naturalizing. Don't miss out on this great
garden performer.

# 160 Pipit
Dwarf Narcissus
10 for $ 4.75

Height 6-8"
Topsize bulbs
Zone I through 9

Mid spring flowering
We are happy to share this excellent little show winner with you.
Ideal for rock gardens, naturalizing, or anywhere in the yard.
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# 161 Peeping Tom
Daffodil

10 for $ 4.75
-,,s-rrirr-4ftzttlt

Small in size but big in performance. It is the
first Daffodil to burst into bloom in the very
early spring, long before the trees have
budded. This variety is a crossbreed of the
`Old Fashioned Jonquils' , It is by far the best
lasting of all Daffodils and Narcissi. Flowers
last and last throughout the spring.

A

Height: 14-16"
Topsize bulbs
Zone 1 through 9 0 10

Early spring flowering

